Metabolic profiling reveals that time related physiological changes in mammalian cell perfusion cultures are bioreactor scale independent.
Metabolic profiling was used to characterize the time course of cell physiology both in laboratory- and manufacturing-scale mammalian cell perfusion cultures. Two independent experiments were performed involving three vials from the same BHK cell bank, used to inoculate three laboratory-scale bioreactors, from which four manufacturing-scale cultures were initiated. It was shown that metabolomic analysis can indeed enhance the prime variable dataset for the monitoring of perfusion cultures by providing a higher resolution view of the metabolic state. Metabolic profiles could capture physiological state shifts over the course of the perfusion cultures and indicated a metabolic "signature" of the phase transitions, which was not observable from prime variable data. Specifically, the vast majority of metabolites had lower concentrations in the middle compared to the other two phases. Notably, metabolomics provided orthogonal (to prime variables) evidence that all cultures followed this same metabolic state shift with cell age, independently of bioreactor scale.